coordinates, and we tested this by using a haptic pernoninformative visual information either has no effect ception task in which participants were either blindor leads to the decreased accuracy of haptic percepfolded or else were provided with noninformative vision tion. These results are consistent with optimal integra-(i.e., the entire workspace was covered by an opaque tion models of sensory integration [13][14][15] 
of variable errors revealed that they were comparable across the two visual conditions. For brevity, only signed Support for this position was obtained by a comparison of haptic errors on noninformative vision trials with errors will be discussed from hereon. Finally, these effects were not a consequence of differences in spatial those in which participants were blindfolded (no vision trials). By the non-Euclidian-perception account, haptic orienting in the noninformative-vision and no-vision conditions. errors arise as a function of the relative position and orientation of the reference and test bars, and one preWe suggest that providing noninformative vision may influence the relative weighting given to visual and prosupposes that this representation is relatively static. By contrast, an optimal sensory-integration account posits prioceptive cues. Furthermore, if for the reasons outlined above the demands of the task favor a spatial that haptic errors vary in a dynamic and task-dependent way according to the precision of relevant sensory sigrepresentation in Cartesian coordinates, then providing noninformative vision is likely to bias the dynamically nals-in this case, the accuracy of proprioceptive cues and the availability of vision. Mean matching errors (i.e., constructed representation of peripersonal space in fa- 
